
 

 

Civil Engineering Department 

Course outcomes  

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-III  

Course Title: - STRENGTH OF MATERIAL  

Course Code: - BECVE302T  

Sr. No. Description (student should able to) 

C302.1 
Explain and Analyze the stress and strain developed due to applied load in any structural 
member. 

C302.2 
Construct shear force & bending moment diagram for beams under various loading & 
support condition. 

C302.3 
 Explain the existence of shear stresses in the different layers of the beam for various 
loadings. 

C302.4 Apply the torsion equation & pure torsion 

C302.5 Analyze the loaded structural members for deflection. 

C302.6 Evaluate the principal stress & strain at a point of a stressed member. 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-III  

Course Title: - ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING – I  

Course Code: - BECVE303T  

Sr. No. Description (student should able to) 

C303.1 Explain the importance and necessity of water supply. 

C303.2 Analyze the capacity of water supply scheme. 

C303.3 
Classify and Compare between the conveyance systems and the appurtenances used in 
water supply system. 

C303.4 
Distinguish the characteristics of water relevant to drinking water standards and determine 
the necessity of treatment and also able to differentiate it. 

C303.5 Design various units of conventional water treatment plant and water supply system. 

C303.6 
Identify necessity of treatment, types of treatment processes and disposal methods for Solid 
Waste. 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-III  

Course Title:-APPLIED MATHEMATICS-III  

Course Code:-BECVE301T  

Sr. No. Description (student should able to) 

C301.1 Evaluate Fourier series of function in different interval. 

C301.2 Solve P.D.E and  apply it for initial value problems and boundary  value problems 

C301.3 Evaluate extremal  of  functional using Euler's equation. 

C301.4 
Extend the concept of matrices to  eigen value & eigen vector and use it to solve various 
engineering problem. 

C301.5 Evaluate numerical solution of algebraic ,simultaneous & first order D.E 

C301.6 
Translate business problem to mathematical form and can find optimal solution by graphical 
or simplex method. 



 

 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-III  

Course Title :- ENGINEERING GEOLOGY – I  

Course Code :-BECVE304T  

Sr. No. Description (student should able to) 

C304.1 
Explain the importance of geology and compare the geological features with engineering 
importance. 

C304.2 
 Apply knowledge regarding the underline rock formation  to get complete idea about 
igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rock. 

C304.3 
Explain about fault, folds, unconformity and joints which are present in the strata of the 
earth crest,  by which they can able to compare the particular area with their construction 
site or engineering projects.  

C304.4 
Explain the characteristic and impact of the naturally occurring disasters and they would be 
able to evaluate and create the precaution related to civil engineering. 

C304.5 
Explain the importance of ground water regarding the civil engineering point of view and 
they would be able to create a planning for ground water for the future purpose.  

C304.6 
Apply knowledge related with the dams, tunnels, bridges and reservoir with the help of 
these they can be able to apply their knowledge for making of their engineering projects. 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-III  

Course Title: Concrete Technology  

Course Code: BCEVE 305T  

Sr. No. Description (student should able to) 

C 305.1 choose and recommend different constituent of concrete 

C 305..2 Apply basic rule for manufacture of plastic concrete and its mechanization  

C 305.3 Apply various methods for testing of plastic and hardened concrete 

C 305.4 Design the concrete mix by IS method  

C 305.5 Distinguish special concrete from conventional concrete . 

C 305.6 Analyze causes of deterioration of concrete components 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-IV  

Course Title: - Structural Analysis-I  

Course Code: - BECVE 401 T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C401.1 Classify & discuss statically determinate & indeterminate structure 

C401.2 
Apply & Analyze the concept of influence lines for deciding the critical forces and sections 
while designing. 

C401.3 Apply concept of strain energy and analyze redundant frames 

C401.4 
Explain the importance of horizontal thrust in maintaining parabola of two hinged parabolic 
arch for external loading and analyze the same 

C401.5 Identify,analyze, & solve problems using slope deflection method. 

C401.6 Apply the concept of forceto solve indeterminate structure 



 

 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-IV  

Course Title: - Geotechnical Engineering – I  

Course Code: - BECVE 402T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C402.1 Find the index and engineering properties of the soil. 

C402.2 Identify the suitability of foundation for a particular type of soil. 

C402.3 Determine properties & demonstrate interaction between water and soil. 

C402.4 Classify and characterize the soils. 

C402.5 Analyze and compute principles of compaction and consolidation settlements of soil. 

C402.6 Evaluate the stresses in the soil mass. 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-IV  

Course Title :- Transportation Engineering I  

Course Code: - BECVE403T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C403.1 
Exhibit the knowledge of planning, design and the fundamental properties of highway 
materials in  highway engineering. 

C403.2 Acquire the knowledge of geometric design and draw appropriate conclusion. 

C403.3 
Understand and use the concept of different methods in design, construction, inspection 
and maintenance of the pavement. 

C403.4 
Undertake various Traffic studies and apply the knowledge in planning and design of 
pavement and geometrics 

C403.5 
Understand and describe the terms related to bridge, hydrological parameters and code of 
practices in bridge design. 

C403.6 
Understand the different sub-structures and super-structures of a bridge and its 
construction, rating and maintenance. 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-IV  

Course Title: Surveying-I  

Course Code: BECVE 404 T  

Sr. No. Description (student should able to) 

C 404.1 Determine angle and distance  

C 404.2 Explain different methods and their procedure for levelling.  

C404.3 Explain the working principles of surveying instrument  

C 404.4 Plan , Orient and draw maps. 

C 404.5 Interpret survey data and compute areas and volumes  

C 404.6 Explain techniques used in hydrograhic surveying and theoretical background 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-IV  

Course Title: Building Construction and Material  

Course Code: BECVE405T  

Sr.No. Description (student should be able to) 

CO1 
Identify the factors to be considered in construction of buildings and develop the 
construction practices and techniques. 

CO2 Define the engineering principles relevant to civil engineering materials. 

CO3 Select appropriate material for construction of building. 

CO4 
Identify the components of building and differentiate various types of building materials 
depending on its function. 

CO5 Plan various construction related activities. 

CO6 Assess various precautionary measures pertaining to construction materials. 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-V  

Course Title :- Structural Analysis-II  

Course Code :-BECVE501T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C501.1 Classify & discuss between symmetrical and unsymmetrical frames 

C501.2 Apply the different methods and analysis frame 

C501.3 
Identify &analyze stiffness matrix, transformation matrix, load matrix for various structural 
components for analysis purposes. 

C501.4 Explain the basics of finite element method in the analysis of structural components. 

C501.5 Define the concepts related to structural dynamics 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-V  

Course Title: -Reinforced Cement Concrete Structure  

Course Code: -BECVE502T  

Sr. No. Description (student should able to) 

C502.1 Explain the basic concepts of structural design Methods of RCC to the practical problem 

C502.2 Apply the concepts of pre stressed concrete in real problems 

C502.3 
Use the knowledge of the structural properties of materials i.e. steel and concrete in 
assessing the strength 

C502.4 Use the knowledge in structural planning and design of various components of buildings 

C502.5 
Explain the composite action of reinforced steel and concrete in reinforced concrete 
structural members 

C502.6 Explain and design the slabs. 
 

 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-V  

Course Title: - Fluid Mechanics-I  

Course Code: BECVE503T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C503.1 
Develop a basic understanding about the properties of fluid their behavior under static  and 
dynamic condition and measure the fluid pressure in manometer. 

C503.2 
Apply the principle of hydrostatic and Explain the concept buoyancy and  state of 
equilibrium 

C503.3 
Classify the different type of flow and solve the problem on continuity equation, stream 
function and velocity potential function 

C503.4 
Demonstrate fluid measuring devices like venture meter, orifice meter, notches, orifice and 
mouthpiece 

C503.5 Apply the Bernoulli’s equation to solve the problem of fluid 

C503.6 
Explain the concept of dimensional analysis and develop basic concept related to laminar 
and turbulent flow 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-V  

Course Title: - Geotechnical Engineering – II  

Course Code: BECVE504T  

Sr.No Description (student should able to) 

CO1 Develop different soil exploration techniques to examine the properties of soil. 

CO2 
Ability to analyze the stability of natural slopes safety and sustainability of the slopes, 
design of retaining structures, reinforced earth wall, etc. 

CO3 Perceive knowledge to practice ground improvement techniques. 

CO4 Perceive knowledge to design shallow and deep foundation. 

CO5 Ability to analyze to calculate bearing capacity, earth pressure and foundation settlement. 

CO6 Ability to distinguish foundations under loading. 
 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-V  

Course Title: -Hydrology and water resources  

Course Code: -BECVE505T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

CO 505.1 
Apply the knowledge of hydrology in day to day life and utilize its basics for the 
measurement of precipitation. 

CO 505.2 
Define and explain Infiltration, Evaporation and Transpiration and apply its knowledge to 
measure Infiltration and Interception. 

CO 505.3 Utilize the Technique of the Hydrograph to forecast Flood discharge at various duration. 

CO 505.4 Apply the statistical technique to analyze the flood occurrence and frequency. 

CO 505.5 
Discuss Geo- Hydrology term in exploration of ground water potential and to assess it using 
various techniques. 

CO 505.6 
Explain the concept of ground water recharge and multipurpose project for water 
resources. 

 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-V  

CourseTitle :- Communication English &Technical Report Writing  

Course Code :-   

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

CO1 Apply in language and style in the context of  grammar, Mechanics and punctuations. 

CO2 Demonstrate to write at work. 

CO3 Compile draft reports and letters  

CO4 Demonstrate the planning and procedures of carrying out research work. 

CO5  Take part in presentation skills and participate in G D 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VI  

Course Title: - ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING – II  

Course Code: - BECVE605T  

Sr.No Description (student should able to) 

C605.1 
Explain the concept related to water & its quality, sewage, sewer, storm water, etc in its 
hydraulic design. 

C605.2 
Classify and Compare the different components of sewer in construction, testing & 
maintenance of sewers. 

C605.3 
Distinguish the various characteristics of domestic waste water as well as industrial waste 
water and units of STP and CETP. 

C605.4 
Design various units of conventional sewage treatment plant and the regulation of 
functional planning. 

C605.5 Examine provisions for rural sanitation and perform functional design of septic tank. 

C605.6 
Compare knowledge & effect of air pollution, solid waste in planning for its prevention and 
control. 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VI  

Subject: - Fluid Mechanics-II  

Subject Code: BCEVE 603T  

Sr.No Description (student should able to) 

C603.1 Define the concepts related to boundary layer theory and drag and lift forces. 

C603.2 
Apply the knowledge of theories and equations of pipe flow in analyzing and designing the 
pipe network systems and its components including water hammer pressures. 

C603.3 
Utilize the concepts of uniform and critical flow through open channels including design of 
efficient channel sections. Also apply specific energy concepts in the analysis of open 
channel flow.  

C603.4 Demonstrate Gradually Varied Flow & Rapidly Varied Flow analysis and its computation. 

C603.5 Explain the different techniques of dimensional analysis in model testing. 

C603.6 
Demonstrate and apply basic concepts related to Turbines & Pumps in Water Resources 
planning. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VI  

Course Title: - Steel Structures  

Course Code: - BECVE601T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C601.1 Uses of all loadings and limit state design method for steel structure. 

C601.2 Analyze and design the Tension and compression member 

C601.3 
Explain the behavior of various connections and able to solve the problems various fasters 
(Bolted and welded) used in steel construction. 

C601.4 
Use of knowledge of analysis in structural planning and design of various components of 
buildings. 

C601.5 Analyze and design the built up section 

C601.6 Analyze and design the roof trusses 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VI  

Course Title: - Surveying-II  

Course Code: - BCEVE 602T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C 602.1 Evaluate horizontal and vertical distances in hilly terrain 

C 602.2 Apply survey technique to align  highways curves 

C 602.3 Apply survey technique to align railway curves 

C 602.4 Explain the procedure of triangulation 

C 602.5 Explain the methods involve in photographic survey 

C 602.6 
Choose advance surveying techniques over conventional method in the field of civil 
engineering 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VII  

Course Title: Advanced Concrete Structures  

Course Code: BECVE 701 T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

CO701.1 Identify various reinforced concrete structural members, its behavior and its purposes. 

CO701.2 Analyze the structural member and apply the knowledge in designing. 

CO701.3 Utilize of the knowledge of analysis and design and apply it in practical life 

CO701.4 Discuss the behavior and failure modes of different reinforced concrete members. 

CO701.5 Test the serviceability criteria of various reinforced concrete members. 

CO701.6 Utilize the relevant software in the analysis and design of reinforced concrete members. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VII  

Course Title: - AIR POLLUTION AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT (ELECTIVE-I)  

Course Code: - BECVE703T  

Sr. No.  Description (The students shall be able to) 

C703.1 Explain different aspects of air pollutants, its sources and effects on man and material etc. 

C703.2 Evaluate various parameters and its methods for the stability of air and its sampling. 

C703.3 
Classify and Compare various controls methods and equipments for air pollution to reduce 
its impact on environment. 

C703.4 
Examine the structure necessity and responsibility, various sources and their classification, 
characteristics, sampling and its analysis. 

C703.5 Analyze and Plan collection and transportation methods of solid waste and their processing. 

C703.6 
Distinguish and Choose various disposal methods of solid waste with their relative 
characteristics. 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VII  

Course Title: Construction Management and Law  

Course Code: BECVE704T  

Sr.No Description (student should be able to) 

CO1 
Demonstrate the understanding of various types of projects, modern construction 
techniques and Exhibit the mastery in construction planning, scheduling and various 
controls. 

CO2 
Explain the knowledge of various type of equipments to be used in construction and 
Estimate its operational cost, understand manpower requirement, planning resources 
utilization and management. 

CO3 
Assess the quality control aspects in planning and management, modern trends in project 
management. 

CO4 Apply information system and safety provisions in construction project management. 

CO5 Analyze the legal aspects in construction projects. 

CO6 Explain various laws pertaining to civil engineering. 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VII  

Course Title: - Estimating & Costing   

Course Code: - BECVE702T  

Sr. No. Description (student should able to) 

C702.1 
Explain the importance of preliminary estimate for administrative approval & technical 
sanction for a civil engineering project 

C702.2 Utilize  contracts and tenders in construction practices 

C702.3 
Analyze, & assess  the quantity of materials required for civil engineering works as per 
specifications 

C702.4 Evaluate & estimate the cost of expenditure and prepare a detailed rate analysis report 

C702.5 Analyzeand choose cost effective approach for civil engineering projects 

C702.6 Construct detailed report on estimation and valuation process 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VII  

Course Title: - Earthquake Resistant Design of Structure (ELECTIVE-I)  

Course Code: - BECVE703T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C703.1 Explain the different aspects related to seismology and terms related to it 

C703.2 Analyze earthquake loading effect on structures. 

C703.3 Analyze and design of structures against earthquake loading. 

C703.4 
Analyze multi-storey structure using different methods like Equivalent Static Lateral Load 
Method and Response Spectrum Method 

C703.5 Explain the different seismic retrofitting techniques and its implementation. 

C703.6 Explain the knowledge in practical situation. 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VII  

Course Title: Transportation Engineering-II  

Course Code: BCEVE705T  

Sr.No. Description (student should able to) 

C 705.1 Explain the function of various elements of railways  

C 705.2 Plan and design various elements of railway 

C 705.3 Explain the various principles traffic control in railway  

C 705.4 Explain about layout, design and construction of permanent way, runway and taxiway  

C 705.5 Apply  the various principles traffic control in airport 

C 705.6  Explain the function of various elements of tunnel and their maintenance  

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VIII  

Course Title: - ELECTIVE-III (ADVANCED RCC DESIGN)  

Course Code: - BECVE803T  

Sr.No Description (student should able to) 

C 803.1 Explain the methodology of codal provision 

C 803.2 Explain the principles of analysis and design of special RC structures viz bridge, deck,  

C 803.3 
Explain the behavior of special RC structure under different loading conditions such as IRC, 
dynamic etc.  

C 803.4 Analysis and design of multistoried frame structure incorporating seismic forces. 

C 803.5 Analysis and design the cylindrical shells. 

C 803.6 Analysis and design of ESR 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VIII  

Cource Subject:-  

Course Code: BECVE804T  

Sr.No Description (student should be able to) 

CO1 Explain the economic principles that underpin construction projects. 

CO2 Explain  the economic resources required to complete a typical construction project. 

CO3 Discuss how to plan and control construction costs. 

CO4 Explain to produce a feasibility study for a small construction project. 

CO5 Discuss the concept of IRR, turnkey construction projects. 

CO6 Apply knowledge of inflation, recession, financial ratios. 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VIII  

Course Title:  

Course Code:   

Sr.No Description (student should be able to) 

CO1 
Analyze pavement under different loading condition for highways and airfield taking  into 
consideration of different characteristics 

CO2 Utilize and apply pavement management system framework. 

CO3 Design highway pavement and drainage condition 

CO4 
Illustrate with different test to increase strength of pavement along with its economy point 
of vision. 

CO5 Design overlays as per used and field condition 

CO6 Design flexible and rigid pavement structures 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VIII  

Course Title: - Irrigation Engineering  

Course Code: - BECVE801T  

Sr.No Description (student should able to) 

C801.1 Explain the necessity and importance of irrigation  engineering 

C801.2 Apply the knowledge of irrigation engineering to determine crop water requirement. 

C801.3 
Discuss the planning, designing and operation of storage reservoir and utilize it in practical 
situation. 

C801.4 
Explain the profile of dams, Distinguish the types of dams and Utilize the knowledge in 
checking the stability of dam against overturning and sliding. 

C801.5 
Explain the theories of spillway and canal design and apply the concept to design lined and 
unlined canals. 

C801.6 
Describe canal regulation wok, Cross drainage work,  perceive the effects of water logging 
and adapt the preventive measures. 

 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING- SEMESTER-VIII  

Course Title: - WATER AND WASTE WATER TREATMENT (ELECTIVE III)  

Course Code: - BECVE803T  

Sr. No  Describtion (The students shall be able to) 

C803.1 
Examine composition of typical municipal wastes, their sources, and collection, treatment 
and disposal methods. 

C803.2 
Interpret the different characteristics of water &waste water and determine the necessity 
of treatment required.   

C803.3 
Compare the functions of water &waste water treatment and their different processes in 
water & waste water treatment plant. 

C803.4 Design different units of water &waste water treatment plant. 

C803.5 
Evaluate an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary 
for environmental engineering practices. 

C803.6 Discuss about recent development in water & waste water treatment. 

 

 




